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College Trustees
Support Chancellor
By BILL (IALSTAN
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
The statewide Academic Senate,
composed of representatives from
all the state college campuses, has
called for college chancellor Glen
S. Dumke to resign.
Representatives voted Friday to
censure Dumke and urged his
resignation based on lack of communication within the college system, lack of consultation and
delegation of duties, and a lack of
leadership.
State college trustees, however,
and Lt. Gov. Robert Finch issued
strong statements of endorsement
for Dumke, who recently visited
the SJS campus and called for an
end to college violence.
INDICTMENT
One of SJS’ three Senators, Dr.
James Heath, professor of zoology,
said that dissatisfaction has been
brewing at the Academic Senate
for some time over Dumke’s
handling of problems.
During a December meeting, Dr.
Heath said, this feeling has grown
to such proportions that the Sen-

Summer Sessions
Held in Salinas

ate asked for a review of Dumke’s
performance.
What resulted was a nine-page
indictment of the Chancellor.
Dumke was criticized for management of the colleges from 1962 to
the present, and especially cited
for his "Ineffective efforts to protect the state colleges from Political interference . . . a lack of
courageous leadership in defense
of the very heart of academic excellence
academic freedom and
responsibility."
’PERVERSE’
Dumke’s office in Los Angeles
said the Chancellor had no comment on the Senate action, but a
press officer provided the Daily
with comments from several trustees and the Lieutenant Governor.
Lt. Gov. Finch said that Dumke
"Is rightfully regarded nationally
as an outstanding educational
leader." Theodore Meriam, chairman of the Trustees, labeled the
Senate vote "perverse action,"
doubted that the Senators adequately represented the faculties
of the several state colleges.
Trustee David Ridder said "The
action of the Senate is irresponsible ... the Trustees have greater
confidence in him (Dumke) now
than at any other time." Finally,
Trustee Louis Hielbrand said "The
childish action of the Senate is
typical of the irresponsible elements among our faculty today."
The Academic Senate serves in
an advisory role, and thus its vote
of no confidence and resolution
that Dumke resign carries no legal
weight. Both measures were passed
by large majorities, however.

Fourteen courses will be offered
by San Jose State College at its
branch summer session campus at
Barmen College in Salinas, Dr.
Leo P. Kibby, Dean of Educational
Services and Summer Sessions,
has announced.
Featuring a new workshop format, the courses will be offered
for two to three week periods between June 24 and August 2. Participants will be able to earn regular semester unit credit through
SJS toward baccalaureate or graduate degrees of teaching credentials.
Courses will be offered in the
fields of Education, English, Music,
Robert K. Arnold, Democratic
Political Science, Safety Educa- candidate for Congress, 10th Distion and Science Education.
trict, will speak in Morris Dailey
Friday afternoon at 12:30. Arnold’s
visit is sponsored by the SJS
Young Democrats.
Arnold, author of "The California Economy 1947-1980," has
Pre-registration for all Occu- been senior economist for 13 years
pational Therapy students will be with the Regional and Urban
held today and tomorrow in HB- Economics Group at Stanford Re420. Students wanting either Phys- search Institute, Menlo Park.
Arnold calls for land reforms
ical Disabilities or Psych Sequence
will pre-reg today, while those and economic development, not
wanting the GM&S Sequence will stability of old groups, in dealing
pre-reg onM’ednesdny.
with underdeveloped countries.

Robert K. Arnold
Demo Candidate
To Speak Friday

Therapy Pre-reg
Scheduled Today
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By JIM BREWER
The spirit and color of Old
No. 134 Mexico danced across Seventh
Street yesterday as leaders of the
campus Mexican-American Student
Confederation ( MASC) unfolded
plans to peacefully disrupt the
SJS June commencement exercises.
Aimed at pin -pointing the "failure of higher education to reach
the Chicano," nearly 4,000 Mexican -Americans from throughout
the Southwest will converge upon
the June 14 graduation ceremonies, according to Dan Hernandez, 24-year-old MASC coordinator.
Hernandez told the Daily late
yesterday that MASC would
present a list of demands to the
administration this afternoon.
lie did not elaborate on these,
but said if they are met MARC
%%mild cancel their plans to disrupt corrumeneement.
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"CHICANO COMMENCEMENT," a play depicting a racist
graduation ceremony, was interrupted when a character called
only "Papa" came rushing in waving his sombrero and shouting.
He portrayed a proud father who had come to see his daughter
graduate, only to have her say from the podium, "I don’t know
who he is. I’ve never seen him before."

Supreme Court Upholds
Draft Card Burning Law
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court upheld yesterday a
1965 federal law that made it a
crime to burn or otherwise destroy
draft cards.
The 7-1 decision was given by
Chief Justice Earl Warren, Justice
William 0. Douglas dissented. Justice Thurgood Marshall took no
part in the case.
"A law prohibiting destruction
of Selective Service certificates no
more abridges free speech on its
face than a motor vehicle law prohibiting the destruction of drivers’
licenses, or a tax law prohibiting
the destruction of books and records," Warren wrote.
The 1965 law, an amendment to
federal draft law, had been declared unconstitutional by the U.S.
Circuit Court in Boston, That
court held that draft card burnings is a form of protest protected
by the First Amendment’s free
speech guarantees.
The Supreme Court, through
Warren, upset this holding and
bottomed its position on "the constitutional power of Congress to
raise and support armies and to
make all laws necessary and
proper to that end."

The one-hour "Chicano Liberation Rally," which began with a
play "Chicano Commencement"
depicting a racist graduation
ceremony at SJS, received full
support from farm labor organizer Caesar Chavez and SJS sociology instructor Harry Edwards,
speaking for United Black Students for Action (UBSA).
’PERSEVERE’
Chavez, who had scheduled a
campus appearance to campaign
for Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, instead delivered an impassioned address on behalf of the MASC
cause.
"As long as we cannot sit across
the tables and bargain with them
as our equals, the strike will go
on in Delano," Chavez told a
crowd of 500. "The only thing you
can do is organize yourselves.
"Do It in a way so when you
meet your opposition, he knows no
matter what tactics he uses, you
will perservere." Stressing nonviolent tactics whenever possible,
Chavez urged, "We must find the
enemy and make battle. Let him
know you will stay there like
dripping water. Convince him you
will perservere."
The Delano strike leader’s remarks followed a podium-pounding speech by Hernandez, organizer of the planned demonstration.
Hernandez stressed that the disruption will be peaceful. ’There
will be a lot of children participating," he said.

Douglas, in dissent, said it is
"undoubtedly true" that Congress
has broad and sweeping powers
over Selective Service when a
state of war has been declared.
However, he went on, there is
a question whether even the drafting of men is permissible without
a declaration of war.
Douglas added this question has
not been decided in the draft card
burning case or in others stemming from protests over the Vietnam war and said the country is
"entitled to a ruling."
The decision was given in the
case of David P. O’Brien of Framingham, Ma, He was convicted
of burning Ms draft card on the
steps of the South Boston CourtOLDEST INSTITUTION
house in Matra.
The Chicano leader said SJS was
He was sentenced to six years
in federal youtn correctional in- picked for the demonstration because it is the oldest institution
stitutions.
of higher education in California
and has a heavy concentration of
Mexican-Americans in the surAll students active or interested rounding community.
in the ASB Student Minority SupAccording to Hernandez, as
port Commission are asked to at- many as 200 graduates, past and
tend a special meeting tomorrow present, will turn in their diplomas
at 5 p.m. on the cafeteria lawn in protest during the ceremonies.
to discuss the group’s activities He added that he expects between
for the summer and fall,
2,000 and 4,000 to participate. He

Minority Meeting

’Finances Root of Faculty Problems’
EDITOR’S NOTE This is the first in series
of articles dealing with the problems of the
state college system in faculty recruitment,
refainment and fight for funds to finance
improvement in these areas. The first article
is en overview; following ones will deal with
specific problems.
By MARC NURRE
Spartan Daily News Editor
How would you rate your total class
program this semester as opposed to
class programs you have taken in the
past at SJS?
Do you remember the professor you
had is few semesters back --- the one
who presented the laminating lectures,
got class discussions started so effectively that it was hard to get them
stopped and who gave "hard-as-hell," but
yet relevant and fair, essay tests?
Can you remember hack to when only
one of your classes in a semester was
one of those "huge, impersonal lectures"
where the professor used IBM grading
forms and had his course material packaged in nice daily doses?
Well, chances are more than fair that
the professor ycu remember has left, or
at least is giving serious consideration

to leaving, and you have not one but a
few of the "open mouth, insert spoon"
classes.
The conditions which have led to this
problem have received much comment
from faculty members, administrators
and members of the State College Chancellor’s staff.
The different groups, however, view
the same statistics and arrive at differing definitions and estimations of the
problem.
Latest in the ranks of faculty members to speak out on the subject was Dr.
Harold Hodges, former chairman of the
Department of Sociology and Anthropology.
THREE PROBLEMS
At the time of his resignation, two
weeks ago, he cited three main problems,
all with financial roots, which are affeeting the state college system. They
particularly affect SJS because it is the
oldest of the state colleges and one of
the largest.
Dr. Hodges complained of a salary
structure which is "disgracefully low"
and "simply non-competitive with those

institutions of equivalent quality with
whom we vie for teaching talent."
He also called attention to "a teaching
load which is so energy-absorbing and
again without parallel among equivalent
schools -- that it severely blunts our
staff’s classroom effectiveness and their
passion for teaching and scholarship."
Finally, he told of a promotion
formula which "again forces talented
and deserving assistant professors to
wait ’one more year’ -- often two or
three years for that promotion which
they merit by official criteria."
Dr. Hodges related these three problems, and others, to an overall dillioulty
in staffing the state colleges with professors who are more than just qualified
in their fields.
"Suppose a person with five or six
years of teaching experience wants to
come here," explained Dr. Hodges. "This
often means a salary drop of $3.(Z)0$4,000 and a 25 to 30 per cent hourly
teaching load increase. It’s pretty unlikely that the climate alone will lure
the person."
Not only do these conditions make it
difficult to hire good professors. eon -

tends Dr. Hodges, it also makes it hard
to keep the ones already here.
"The best profs are usually the most
sensitive ones. They feel the sense of
frustration which arises from the necessity of using IBM tests and large class
size with no dialogue. These are the
profs who are the first to opt out."
STUDENT SUPPORT
Dr. Hodges called for student support
of the faculty in its efforts to change the
conditions which are causing the problem.
"Students should realize that the
quality of their education is being deeply
hurt," he said. "Even if people stay they
are demoralized."
Dr. Hodges said many of the professors
who stay, "aren’t creative teachers anymore." He noted an increase in the use
of the IBM tests and "last year’s lecture," because the professor doesn’t have
the time to write a new one.
"The students haven’t realized to any
large extent what’s been going on because we don’t wear our hearts on our
sleeve," said Dr. Hodges, "but it’s time
somebody blew the whistle."

said he has received "favorable college administration had no offiresponse" already from Chicano cial comment on the matter, pendstudents at the University of Ari- ing further information.
zona and at Arizona State.
ASH President Dick Miner
But he warned the marchers said late yesterday he supports
will "use any means necessary to the plan. "I recognize the probget our people to speak at the lems which are prompting these
graduation exercise."
actions," he said. "I will work
The rally was climaxed by an to see that a dialogue Is estabaddress from Edwards who prom - lished which will ensure that
their peaceful demonstrations
are not marred by violence out
of ignorance," he promised.
Miner said he has discussed
the Chicano problem* with Hernandez and Is "very much In
sympathy with them."
Students for Kennedy organizer,
Craig Donnelly, who originally
brought Chavez to campus yesterday, said the programs were combined when it was discovered that
the labor organizer’s appearance
would conflict with the MASC
rally.
"Even though he did not mention Kennedy, he is still tied to
the movement," Donnelly said.
Chavez later concurred, saying,
"They know who I stand for
this was more important."

Bulletin

CAESAR CHAVEZ
... labor organizer
ised to turn in his diploma "if I
am in the area that night." Edwards said the members of UBSA
have voiced support for the demonstration and have begun to mobolize.
"The Blacks and Chicanos have
the same enemy; institutional
racism," he charged. "We are with
you in the common struggle
against the miseducation that the
minority students receive on this
campus."
By press time yesterday, the

A San Francisco police tactical
squad quietly "ousted" approximately 100 students from San
Francisco State College’s administration building late yesterday
afternoon, bringing at least momentary order to the college.
The incident marked the third
time within the past week that
pollee had been called because
of student action protesting
AFROTC on campus. The campus was expected co remain
orderly throughout the night.
The police were equipped in
full riot gear, report* indicated,
but the students left the building with no reported incidents.

Track Not Supported,
Says Team Captain
SJS athletes are not being represented in student government
and especially regarding the ASB
budget, Richard Rogers, captain of
the SJS track team, told the Daily
yesterday.
He said complaints have been
coming from the track team for a
long time. "We have a team of
very high caliber, which has defeated all the major teams in the
country."
The team is not receiving the
monetary support or the "spiritual
assistance," that they should, he
said.
Many members of the track
team are state champions and a
few are even world champions, he
said. Yet the athletes have no revresentation in student government
nor on the budget committee.
He emphasized that the athletes
get only what the student government gives them, they get no support, and student government acts
"as if they don’t even know we are
here."
Rogers said he planned to talk to
ASB President Dick Miner and invite him to a track meeting so that
he could see "what goes on in an
athlete’s mind."
He indicated the team would like
an emergency grant from the ASB
to enable them to attend the National Championships in June.
Miner told the Daily he had
talked to Dr. Robert Bronzan, Athletic Director, last Thursday about
the problem. He said Bmnzan indicated more money might be
needed for the track team but that
he didn’t know how much.
A special allocations committee
meeting will he held today in
LN201 Miner said. Any requests
for additional funds should be
made at that time, he said.
Miner said money had been put
aside earlier in the year for NCAA
events, but that Student Council
could do nothing until the requests
were made by the Athletic Department.

"We are waiting to hear how
much they need," he said. "We are
not turning a deaf ear to the Athletic Department."
Rogers also told the Daily he
wanted Miner to create an Athletic Commission, someone to represent the Athletic Department to
the rest of the school "and
to
sit on that council and the budget
council as well," he emphasized.
"Athletes don’t have anything to
say about it; we feel that we
should," he said.

SJS Angel Flight
Elects Officers
For Fall Term
SJS Angel Flight, honorary auxiliary to the Air Force ROTC, recently elected officers for the fall,
1968 semester.
The women elected were: Kathy
Beswick, commander; Sherry
White, executive officer; Donna
Pearsall, administrative officer;
Marilyn Clark, controller; Jeanne
Turgeon, information officer; Linda
Guffanti, operations officer; Susan
Enriquez, material officer; Jan
Brush, pledge trainer; and Patti
Perry, historian.
The Angels are presently conducting a clothing drive on campus
for childrens orphanages’ in South
Vietnam.
Membership is open to all fulltime undergraduate women students with a 2.25 average.

Memorial Day
Because of the Memorial Day
haliday Thursday, the Spartan
Daily will not publish. However,
the Daily will resume puhlleathen on Friday. Thursday is a
legal holiday and students are
excused from regular awes.

Win
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By PATRICIA REEB
As my final col
I have something
to say about newspapers.
It is said, especially by journalists, that
newspapers are "objective." Only the facts
go on the news pages. A nevvspaper re.
porter is a good newspaper reporter so
long as he is strictly "objective." The
worst thing he can do is be "subjective,"
i.e. to make value judgments
gasp!
Well, what does that mean? It means he
writes only facts. But that creates a problem. How does he know what a fact is, ,
and furthermore, how does he know which
facts to write about?

4 newspaper (-an illuminate many paths It ts up to the traveler to decide
which route, if any, he decides to take

St ran Cook

Edam

Advertising Mgr.

%Ian Koch .

Staff Editorial

’It Was All Over’
Abraham

Lincoln

sat

in

repose.

looking sadly over a city that had once
been

hill of life

gay and deter-

mined. scheming. politicking life. Now
it lay in smouldering

s. the White

Douse charreil black. ss

of

"NN hat

government?"

the

well-

dreesed man asked, again softly, glumi»g (is er his

shoulder at the smoking,

His

clear. steady gaze and vain]. inscrutable

rising from what had been the Capitol.

voice unnerved the speaker and other

A man stood at Lincoln’s feet. ex-

people who wondered what he was

horting a group of weary people. their
eye, reddened by smoke and tear gas

ity with

people for Black people and the poor.

"NN ell. it’- ,over." the speaker said
cheerhill
-The long. hot su ttttt ier is

were supposed to pay for it. There

the middle class and rich

Only you destroyed the people who
isn’t any wealth to support you now.
"There

isn’t

any government. It gave

society. \1 e’se forced the rich men to
share their money with us by rioting,

fought es-erything they tried to do for

burning and looting."

you. Then it just gave up everything

The man in the is

suit made

a sound of disgust.
The speaker pointed at him. -You
loiik as if you have money. mister.
Your kind Will has e to pay more
taxes so the rest of us call Ilse decently."
’11 ith what’!" the well -dressed man
askeil scornfully.
"l it ii your money, man."
’I don’t !idyl’ any money.
there
aren’t any rich men left. Your riiiting.
burning and boding destroyed es cry.
tiling we have
or I sl
Id say. hod."
-Liar." the speaker snarled.
You
hoarded es cry dollar you

probably

The man replied softly. sadly. "I
spent es cry dollar trying to get food
and shelter for my wife and children."
The speaker starteil shouting. "Don’t
give me any sob story. You have to
pay so we can list.. too. We’ll make
the government make you."
Some peliple in the group cheered.

The
Iconoclast
By DAVE WILI,IANIS
Last Thursday my apartment was tappe I
by SUMP thieving, lecherous opportunist

5.0.1).
Not kind NA or& for some s bin then
thievery is not all act deserving kindness,
hilt punishment.
Any way after summoning the local law
and also calling upon Super Vet, I gradually cooled down anil started thinking
about the ivtiolc damn thing.
Ir. not -.. 00011 110. fault of a society
for ..pr.idurilig- thieves, stealing abounds
iiidri,
\ lid it certainly isn’t the faillt of the
Itaiipubee, for they ean’t 1w esery where,
and be.i.les. recent court deeisions base
hampered them and allowed guilty persons to go free.
The real fault be- within something
called human beings. No matter how far
soeiet
i11,1 i101 i011 progress. marl
will still reptant an animal_ and act like
one.
Nu. hIll mil a misanthrope_ nor am I
s:uitig that people are no damn g ttttt I.
What I am siu.ing is that man is ma
perfrutilde. aid
gh he ma% irs like hell
to he. As long as we exist. wt will still he
all animal form, which means there will
he greed. jealously, violence, stealing.
anger and other such "finalities."

In an earlier column. Super %et commented that the only way to get a lasting
peace uas to perform a frontal lobotomy
00 ii,,’ human animal. But then, man
would tin longer be all anhindj. but a
vegetable.
So. being human. and al animal. I wish
that thieving, lech,rous opportunist s.o.h,
would go directly to hell. not pa -v so. not
collect .A2010!

just man:" I would be accused of making
a "subjective value judgement."

"You started out demanding equal-

and a few tears. Tears especially from

decadent bourgois

Btu to say "unjust man," is a value

judgment. So, if I say, "Hitler was an un-

talking about.

a man wearing what hail once been a
ss ell -made so it.

over and -» is the

WHAT’S A FACT?
A fact, I WOUld be told, is a crude, hard
observable. A man is a crude hard observable. If I report, "Hitler was a man," that
is a statement of fact, I am led to believe.

-ilent Capitol.
-Let me set the record straight."

of talking to the North Vietnamese, I find
your discussion most informative!"

"Do go on ... After two weeks

up trying to help you because you

in frustration.

Thrust and Parry

"There isn’t any society to accede to
you or respect your goals, only countless factions fighting one another."
De paused and chuckled drily. "I
have to admit one thing. We’re finally
all equal equally poor."
Yes. the long. hot summer was over,
:1braliam Lincoln reflected. It was all
over.

C. T.

Love, Sex, Different Things
Editor:
"It is sex with a basis of love, and after
all, isn’t that what were all looking for?" NO!
. most emphatically not. You have missed
the entire point of human relationships. Love
is an emotion; sex is a physical act. Insofar as

telligilde than "the dullest mind?"
But, as you say: "It doesn’t take much
of a brain to know what the meanings of

"

Loretta Hellen, Graduate Student Philosophy

’Who Disrespects Law?’
By RICHARD BEER
Last week’s article on page 2 (May 22)
Notice the full implication of Prof.
entitled "N e know Who Disrespects the
D’Abbraccrs argument. Inquiry into the
Law" was. I believe, a marvelous demonnature of things, the quest for knowledge,
stration of the kind of semantic blindness
is unnecessary, if not irrlevant, for the
that Prof. D’Abbracci insists is at the root
problems of society. This process of inof "today’s clashes generally." "It seldom
quiry, callid philosophy, provides no useoccurs" to any of us that we disagree over
ful service with respeet to the great issues
tile meaning of terms: in fart, this condiof the day. C
0. Come! Professor of
tion is so preialent that we can specify two
Philosophy! Do I hear you correctly? Do
classes of "n(1n-brains" in our society: "1)
you mean to tell us that your reprints have
those who misapply the law to oppress
more to $ay than you do? That you are
others and 2 1 11
..mse I.00 1.111,e
1
10 11:4‘ the
neither required mir equipped to render
constitution to stop that oppressi,m."
the meaning cif the %or& in the Declaration and the Bill of Rights any more in
This prevalent condit
of illusion is

IrAbbracci’s suggest is ideas: All we
need do is urge the Congress to pass a law
placing a dictionary in every American
home and the problem of semantic confusion and. by extension, social disorder,
is solved!
But perhaps Prof. D’Abbracci means
more than this. Certainly he will distribute
on campus copies of the Declaration of
Independence and of the Bill of Rights
"including certain other amendments."
This will save us the trouble of looking
words tip in the dictionary. for that in.
%olives the problem of %illicit words to look

up and which definit
to accept. We
need only read the words in the context
of our documents of liberty and equality
In understand what they mean. The need
for this is "
obvious in view of certain
very recent ritheulotis Ind 1 uglily revealing
behaviors on (simples . . . "
It follows then that
disagreement ;is
to what the words in our great do,
lits
mean is due to a failure to read them.
Prof. D’Abhracei suggests that "the usual
classical solution of this problem involves
going back and defining our terms." But
Im ow conld eVell the dullest mind miss
the me;
g of
diet words (in the
Declaration and the Bill of Rights)." It
seems the simplicity of the solution ren
ders the "classical solution"
Nothing more is required than a re-read.11.KNiirY

ing "by all persons cm/rented with RANI

justice and peace." Indeeti,"the ROsistortiets
people . . . more than any others
how ilio.1.11 Iii. twill, are."

know

sex is a projection of this emotion, it can be
beautiful and satisfying; however, it is not
necessarily the only projection possible of this
emotion. Love is certainly not described by
one magnificent act called "sex." To believe
that sex becomes beautiful because it is based
on love is to misconstrue the issue at hand. To
share a "deeply emotional feeling" does not
entail that the physical demonstration of this
emotion LS a sexual contest. There are a
variety of channels to give vent to these deep
feelings.
One effective argument against this type of
sexual relationship is that it has no future
tense beyond itself. Its shallow confines are
restlictive and even evasive of a beauty because it pmhibits any projection of the physical and emotional together into the mergence
of Oneness ... something beyond the boundaries of either participant. The Oneness which
is the potential futurity and life of the relationship is cancelled out by the nature of the
action. Thus there can be no sustaining value
to the relationship ... only a few moments of
pleasure which bring release (not growth) and
direction to shared, deep feelings.
It is a crippling type of sexual indulgence
because it is self-consuming. Each of the involved have given of themselves and received
from the other hut the action is necessarily
swallowed by itself. This is the pity of eventual tragedy of this type of sexuality. In the
end, it can only have an unhappy ending because it cannot satisfy i.e., it is not effective because it does not and cannot transcend
the moment.

Guest Room

an enigma to Prof. D’Abbracci, who tells
ust that lite solution or the resolution of
semantic conflict is really quite simple.
"If these (hum its need dictionaries, then
let latent get one ....or the consequences
of not attending to these meanings is social
disaster." The implementation of Prof.

Time
To Think

these words are

The Fugitive From Reason
By R. ALAN KIMBALL
’lie- Fugitive finds it a sad state of
affuirs indeed when a political candidate
"eensors" his efforts to entertain his fellow
students in a college newspaper.
For this is, in fact, what Dr. Max Rafferty has d
by declaring his candidacy
for the L.S. Senate.
Racking my brain for literally minutes
for a new twist to Dr. Rafferty’s character,
The Fugitive has decided that our present
superintendent of public instruction is irreproachable to the parodist, satirist, or
other such high form of literary "artiste."
The simple reason for this fact is that
Rafferty himself is a iiiirody, and a satire
on the American social system be so frequently eulogize-.

111 CS n:NTR)
The "benefit" of such an ,nlightened
superintendent of public instruction probably won’t be realized for 111 years, so Californians Call feel safe for the time being.
plisliments as superin
I Among his act

tendon of our children’s "development,"
Rafferty lists. "Adoption of music textg stub patriotic songs as
1 ks outs
*Columbia the Grin of the Ocean,’ ’You’re
a Grand Old Flag,’ and ’Yankee Doodle
Boy.’")
But perhaps we can do justice to "der
Blue Maa" by quonsig a few excerpta frame

a speech he delivered to the Freedoms
lat.
at Valley Forge. You see, he
was the recipient of the George 1% ashington Honor Medal and felt obligated to
address his ambience on "The Passing of
a Patriot."
BENEFIT
Max was expressing his views as to
what’s wrong with the Pepsi Gentration.
He states two basic causes: I I we don’t
hero-worship anybody, and 2) we don’t
deify the phrase "My country right or
wrong, nty c tttttitry."
The superintendent puts it tills was.
"Patriotistn feeds on hero-worship. and we
have decided to abolish heroes. Even the
fairy tale!, 111111 1111r,ery rhymes, helm
by generations of children, We proi tttttticed
too ’violent’ and ’brutal’ for children to
hear ... Everything that was fearfull and
wonderful, we leveled off to the lowest
common denominator."
The results of these "perversions" anplain for all to see. Mali says. "We see 111,,
worst of our youngsters growing up to be.
come hooted. sideburned. ducktaileol, unwashed, leathenjacketrd slobs, %hose fay,
orite sport is ravaging little girls and
stomping polio victims to death."
This is the man Californians roelected
in 1966 hi’ 3 million votes. This is the man
fII

who leads 0111 state’s school hyPielll

Vi hat would I mean if I said, "Hitler
was an unjust man?" Would I nuan to
say that I subjectively don’t like Hitler
--- that it is merely my subjective opinion
or feelings about Hitler? Or in fact, was
Hitler not an unjust man? Or further.
when We say killing six million people
was "unjust," are we merely expressing a
Personal feeling, or an, the conditions such
tliat the term "unjust" is absolutely
correct?
NOT SUBJECTIVE
In other words, a statement which adequately describes the nature. significance.
or implication of a person or event is not
merely a subjective value judgment an
expression of personal preference or feeling
but a fact. This applies, providing
one’s judgment is correct.
This means that, to say, "Hitler was an
unjust man," is a statement of fact, not an
opinion. And if I tell my readers, "Hitler
was a man," without saying "unjust," then
I am telling thou sonnthing less than the
facts. I am not "telling it like it is"
which is objectivity’s supposed claim to

raTei
e such inadequate reporting is what
objectivity demands.
Furthermore. one, I have determined
what a faci is. I
(10 I know which ones
to "gather?" Do I just ainiltssly grab any
old facts, or must they not be relevant to
something? Yes, they must indeed to relate to what it is I wish to write about.
MUST USE MIND
So how do I know which ones are relevant? Good Grief! I must use my judgmet)!
that subj,ctive thing known as my
mind. In fact, I am a human being., not
U computer.
If I am doing im interview with some’ s I do not write every word he says. I
write the importaint ones. NA bleb ones are
is huh
think get
important? The
arms,: to the reader what he is saying to
the best of my judgment. If that is not
subjective. I would like to know what is.
In other words, then, it’s not only all
right, it is imperative for me to make
subjective value judgments. If I did not.
I could not function - I could not know
which ones to put
which facts to el ttttt
in the lead, and what descending order of
importance meant.
DON’T LIE
Now I woold he bald that objectivity
means 111 be 1111111i WWII. To be unbiased
not to misrepresent deliberateli
not mean.
what the facts are.
"Don’t make value judgments," it means.
"Don’t lie."
But doesn’t that bring me back to Hitler? How do I tell people the truth about
anything if I am told that part of the fact’
11101111 llitler is a subjective value judg,
uncut. hut that evaluating the important,
of the facts an interviewee told ine, is not ?
And you believe what you read ill do
newspapers?
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Are Topless Bars Going Bust?
Draft ’Turn-In" Tonight
Owners Say Business Booming
log
hat
acts
reso
The
ve,"
, he
robtich

By LARRY .1.4$11,trs
TOPLESS DANCERS w BARMAIDS - $4 to $10 Fer hr. Two
location to choose from. Jake’s
and Jake’s Other Place.
TOPLESS DANCERS $250
week, over 21. Classy Chassy.
TOPLESS DANCERS $250 wk.
tips, The Hip Hugger.
Ads like these appear daily in
newspapers to hire girls for the
booming topless entertainment
business. Conttary to what many
people say, the topless business is
far from dying out. New clubs appear frequently to make their bid
for a share of the bustling business. While the local citizenry may
be tiring of bare bosom acts, the
owners of these clubs are far from
pulling stakes.

, Topless establishments are pop! ping up all over the Bay Area
with such dating names as Classy
IChassy, The Body Shop, and The
Ore House. It appeals that some
of the topless clubs in San Jose
are aimed at the pratronage of
college students. The Ore House
on Saratoga Avenue features cold
beer at 50 cents a mug, a sure-fire
winner for college students. The
Ore House features both topless
dancers and topless barmaids and
owner-manager Vaughn Doaks
boasts that "In the U.S.A. there is
no othet club in such a state or
undress that exists legally." Many
students say they’ve never seen
"anything like it since Tijuana."
At the Ore House a single effect
is strived for anti in so doing they
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have been able to do a volume
husiness. Owner Doaks says, "We
do a volume business and sell a
visual impression that provides a
strong sexual release."
PSYCHEDELIC
The showtime format of the Ore
House is built around psychedelic
movies, discotheque music, black
lights and colored lights much like
a light show you would see in the
Avalon Ballroom and largely inspired by the recent Universal International movie about LSD entitled "The Trip." Situated between stores in a modern shopping
center. The Ore House is small in
size but does a record smashing
business every night of the week.
Owner Doaks says they have
"pumped more beer than any
other club in Northern California." (This is said to be in excess
of 500 20-gallon barrels in 10
months time).
These seems to be a constant
effort to provide patrons with new
and different varieties of undressed entertainment. In San
Francisco, where tops first began
to come off three years ago, bottoms now come off as well. Perhaps in an effort to avoid beaming old fashioned, The Condor, of
Carol Dods fame, has added the
bottomless. Recently Bonnie Parker, the Condor’s Nude on the
Piano, and press agent Davie
Rosenberg appeared in a local
radio program and discussed the
brand new "nude scene in North
Beach!"
DYING OUT
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by Larry lom,son

"THE ORE HOUSE UNCENSORED," was the
topic of a talk
given to Foothill Junior College Law students by the ownermanager of the Ore House, Vaughn Doaks. Shown with him are
topless dancers Fatima (7), Ann Hudson and Sharon Thompson.
The Ore House is the first Topless club anywhere to offer both
dancers and barmaids topless. Although it reportedly has been
investigated by Alcoholic Beverage Control, it still is open.

Vaughn Doaks, the aforementioned owner of the Ore House, is
not entirely optimistic about the
futme of the topless business.
Doaks feels that through popular
indifference and legislative pressure the bare bosom business
eventually will die out. He says
that the future of the business in
the area is "at most one more
year." In his opinion, topless is in
the medium part of its cycle now
and will pick up considerably in
the summer and then fade away
as winter comes. When he leaves
California, Doaks plans to build a
new club in Florida. The basic
theme of the new Florida club?
"If there is a basic theme, it is
sex."

Most girls stuff
is just a"Cover-Up’..

10,1
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Members of Professors Against
the War, have announced they will
collect draft cards at 7 tonight on
the south end of Seventh Street.
The "turn -in" celebration is being sponsored by the local chapter
of the national organization, The
Resistance, according to spokesman Steve Purdue.
Today’s collection is described in
printed sheets advertising the
event as a "symbol of total non -cooperation with . . . the Selective
Service System."
The draft cards that are collected will be taken to the local
Selective Service Boards tomorrow
at 1 p.m., according to Purdue.
Jan Sutter, SJS student who returned his card last Oct. 16, is
scheduled to appear before his
board at that time to show reason

why he should not eat 13 a tic a:
I
card. Members of The RA,
will accompam Sutter to
vide reasons for their ;oti,ri
due reports.

Byrne Collection
H
The central section ut toe
library is featuring at display
books, pamphlets and newspap) . dealing with John Byrne, Dish 0,dependence activist.
The collection, written between
1921-1936, will he featured until
June 21. The papers are the fil,d
financial activities record of pro Irish American societies to be I
hibitcd in an American librar.
according to Robert Lauritzen
public services librarian. The m,,terials were flon:11,1 17y 11,-;nc
John M.

OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET
Western Stories from Sat. E. Post
.
Sale Price $1.911
($3.95)
God is Able, true life stories ($3.95)
. Sale Price $1.49
Dog Training Mad. Easy (Orig.
Now PM
$3.50
Annotated Undo Tom’s Cabin
($7.50)
Salo Price $3.95
Hidden Tr
where to find it.
$2.90
(Orig. $5.95)

A Dictionary of Symbols I $1750,.
Osiris, Egyptian Religion of
Life. I
Tools & How to Use Them.
Sr,
I am a Chronic Cardiac
hinls ($3.25)
Collecting of Guns by Sr:,
$24.951

After
$7.50
$1 00

$5.95

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, Travel, Biography, Children’s Books, Religion. Music, Art,
etc. Get these new books at Bargain Prices NOW at San Jose
Book Shop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE!
IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK
Ask
chances are we can give you immediate
us about it
information as to price, exact title and availability. If we don’t
have it, we can get if for you promptly.
Open ’tit
9:00 P.M.
Thursday

5e01(

119 E. San F

SHOP

Best Seller
Reprints
for Less
295-5513

do between 3rd and 4th Sts.
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so,a, or Salad Baked
Garlic Breed
Potato

"We Just
look
Expansive"
Adult eeeee 4.1 Scrd’""
Come as Y. LI ill
141100,12111604110/7"4

PotAIN

YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE
ITALIAN TO ENJOY
THE SPARTAN HOUSE
Try our spaghetti bubbling over
and home made Italian sauce.

%Skil

meat

We’re also featuring the most delicious Lasagna in town. Lavers of home-made goodness,
made with a tempting variety of fine cheeses.
A Spartan House treat guaranteed to suit anyone’s taste. Don’t forget our convenient take
home service.

ou,tie

par tan
150 East
San Carlos St.

292-2840

(corner of Fourth St.)

I PUBLIC NOTIFil
We’re getting ready for

BONII$ WEEK
DURING FINALS
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but not Pamprin.
Not all girl’s stuff "covers up." Here’s one product that does more:
PA MPRIN.
PAMPRIN makes a woman look and feel better ... without relying on
"camouflage." PAMPRIN is specifically designed to get at a basic
cause of pre-menstrual problems. Problems of temporary water-weight
gain. That puffy feeling that ran make you feel miserable the week
before your period. (ft’s that extra water -weight causing
pressure on
tissues that makes for headaches and pre-menstrual tension.)
PAMPRIN does what aspirin doesn’t. It alleviates the
So it
gets at the cause of the pain. Instead of just covering it"bloating."
up. PAMPRIN
makes a woman feel more like a woman. Every day of the month.
So
every coed caul live life a little bit better. Now that
PAMPRIN is going
to college.
PAMPRIN. It’s definitely girl’s stuff.
(fra,
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PAMPRIN ... products for a woman. world
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330 S. 10th

ACROSS FROM MEN’S DORMS

At

CIGS
1 Roll Jumbo

2

Cleanser

24c

di,j,

Theater in San Carlos, Ho en-

One Item With

Minimum

of 52

MAJOR BRAND
ROCKET
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
&

William
Ncyes

&

at

the

Circle Star

tertained his captivated audience
with music, song and wit.
The

musk’

would almost have

enough.

Accompanied

by

th,. Allis. which he refers to as
110 beat time to the
.01 anything he came
:iiross, as hr. circled the stage.
These ranged from native instru.t!ttnts to a triangle.

PER GALLON

Toyier.
13th & Julian
0th

night

been

3’ OFF

6th

Hawaiian entertainer, Don Ho.
the most famous of this new
.,trn, i4 I ty. Performing Thurs-

Sc
29c

4th

-

with

Sc

Crest large size
P irdat.e

\porting talent, along
t tt twer lets and coconut oil.

Towels 19c

Cheer Soap

Bar, Ivory Soap

Ajax

By 40AN
Hawaii, our 50th state, is now

5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c

i Box

Circle Star

10c

3 Hershey Bars

May 29.1968

Don Ho Latest Export
From Our 50th State

19c
Kleenex

Tuesday.
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PIED PIPER QUALITY
The thirty-seven-year-old entertainer makes fans of all who
him. He has a Pied Piper
quality of drawing audience participation.
Before singing the "Hawaiian
Wedding Song," he brought three
random couples up On stage. The
Filen were so fidgity as he had
lingerly kiss their wife or
girl friend that he nearly brought
the house down with laughter.
Next he promptly found dates

for two
in the first row

BONUS
PRICES

alone

Ho’s humor is sharp and co en
pointed, but never malici,,us. I us
own background provides much
of the material for his shaws. His
Ilk
father Ls Chinese-Haw
mother is Rio uguese-Go man Dutch Hawaiiiin. Ho state:, "he
doesn’t know wine’) minority
group he should
sinecr believe The stocky
that "shows cannot be OrgIilliZu
beforehand."

slums ItEptirrotra:
what we do," he quipped. With a
repertoire ’4 more than 400
songs and iikes this casualness
can lead iilmist ,in where.
Don flo %%arks ow of Dok
,
Kahanamoku’s okilt
sign. ,
Honolulu. He
ion dollar ire
ten-year mult
with Duke.
,
Ho counts among his
Jacqueline Kennedy, Frank :-!!
atra, and many of the stateside
entertainers. He appeals to the
women. He believes they buymost of his many ’wordings.
Ho Often projects himself as a
callous individual but one look at
the way he treats the len or
twelve little girls that he brings
on stage from the audience
shows his true ehariater. After
hugging them, singing "Tiny
Bubbles" awl handing out ice
cream, 110.ti face is all smiles and
he breaks into a new melody.
SIMPLE

We Pay

silting

esmosorme

Ho has a simple philosophy of
life that he thinks would Ignclit
everybody. Ile feels, "that everyone should not try to he like
everyOne else. It brings too many
problems."
Ho says that he is an American first, and a Hawaiian second.
As a fine entertainer. he is first
ill iii liii’ I’llce

’Frog Day’
Tomorrow
In Art Quad

Witch Trials Relived
In ’Crucible’ Tonight

!morrow the Art
Look ot
Quad will be tall of frogs.
The first annual "Frog Day"
at SIS will be held tomorraw in
the At t Quad sponsored by Mr.
Gilhoaly’s, art instructor, secondsemester wateteolor class. As a
term project, the class was asked
to do a projeo. Other individii’ ring
.
ually or in a
around the th,
! one of
Newslial"

Hi DONNA BIOMES
Fine Art* Weller
The historical Salem Witch
trials. which were held in Massachusetts in the late 17th century, will be telived tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:15 in Concert Hall when the SOS Orkro
Workshop and the college Symphony Orchestra present a joint
pr.oduction of Robert Ward’s
Pulitzer Prize winning opera.
’"rhi Crucible."
will
T’inight’s
performance
mark the first amteur production of an opera in this arca.
and the first time the Opera
Workshop and the Symphony
hae co-produced a program. according to Dr. Edwin Dunning.
associate professor of music who
will conduct the symphony and
direct the singers.

.(Its are
(I ,

i’hi- stutoed a
the art
is mviii to
other proj2,iant paper
.i fabric frog,
!come liking

ects will inclui
maehe frog, a g
and a frog-boos
booth.
Crroak’

PURITAN COSTUMES

VW. Deadline
For Musicians
Set At June 1
Application ii- -mai date for
singers. pianists. , hilinists, cellists and vomposers interested in
participating in the 1968 Young
Musicians Foundation National
Comtretition has been set for
June 1.
The competition will begin
on Saturday. June 15 on the
campus of the University of
California at Los Angeles, with
held on Sunday.
finals beito
June
A ho !!
85.000 in prizes,
ich ealegury. is IX,
51 liSio!
Il

Ii

I

Foundation,
ttttt, tit the Music
At: it I
1111,11S1,

..111111111,

will

the opportunity to appear
soloists with the YMF Orchestra or in recital during the
1968-69 YMF concert season.
Young performers may not be
over 2) years of age.

oti r used
textbooks
duriuor

finals
Our 14 store
hi: ing power
enables us to
paN top prices
for discontinued
texts

Photo by ki_ia-r,3 Msrgner

Mary

SERVANT GIRL,
Warren, played by Catherine Huntsinger
in "The Crucible," is seen here with John Proctor, played by
Robert Cunningham. -The Crucible," a joint production by the
Opera Workshop and college Symphony, will be performed
tonight and tomorrow at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
ate assistant in the Drama Dapartment. The Opera Workshop
made their own costumes.
WITCH TRIALS
’Fire wit ii, trials were based on
religious masons, Dunning said,
using the quote from the Bible,
"thou shalt not suffer a witeh
to live," as evidence for convietion. Four of the characters in
the opera. Rebeeca Nurse, Giles
-

Ii is ,

. a le/if/Leal place

NU’

Costumed in the Puritan-styli’
dress of the 17th century, the
20 members of the singing cast
will pet form at two playing
areas on the concert stage, accompanied by the full SJS Symphony Orchestra. The 50 players
in the Symphony will be seated
in the center of the stage and
the opera singers will perform
in front of them, alternating between the left and right side ot
the stage.
Dr. Dunning will conduct the
Symphony and direct the singers
at the same time through the
use of a closed-circuit television
system, supplied by the campus
ITV. Four television sets will be
sttategically placed on stage, he
said, so that the singers can
watch his directions,
Work began on "The Crucible"
last September, he said, as the
opera is very difficult to perform. Settings and lighting were
designed by Dale Dirks. a gradu-

(rid dekaag, food

nrollment for ACT
Open Unti June 21
Enrollment for the American
Conservatory Theater, ACT. 10week Summer Training Congress
opening June 11 in San Francisco is still open. Interested
students are reminded that they
may join the Congress up to 10

days after its official opening.
Beginning, intermediate and
advanced students of acting are
urged to join, but "professional
background or experience are
not necessary," emphasizes Robert Goldsby, director of the
summer actor-training program.
"We will have many beginning
actors in the Congress," he says,
"along with people who have
acted professionally for years."
Tuition for the 300-hour program is $675, with par tial scholarships available. Interested actors, 16 or older, should write to
Robert Goldsby at ACT, 450
Geary St., San Francisco or
telephone him at 771-3880.
Participants will work closely
with a staff of 44 expert trainers
in all facets of acting. Individual
attention will be emphasized.

’ Art Professor’s
Painting Selected
For U.S. Exhibit

’Jr) au, lobster therinidor, chateallbriand, or
shish kabob in our delightful atmosphere. 1Ve
feature superb dining at
reasonable prices.

14111 South First

For Ili-, rs ati (((( s

at Alma

Phone 202-1201)

COLSTAR
RECORDS
PRESENTS

In.. Eric ()back, as-oietate professor of att, currently has a
watercolor painting in the seventh annual Watercolor U.S.A.
exhibition at the Springfield Art
Museum in Springfield, Missouri,
Only 169 watercolors were
accepted out of 1300 entries.
Dr Oback, who was recently
elected to membership in the
American NVatereolor Society,
euirently has a small joint art
show with his wife, Ruth, at the
Coffee Tree near Sacramento.

Corey, and John and Elizabeth
Proctor, were historically convicted of witchcraft end hung.
Resmacd tickets are on sale
from I to 5 p.m. in the Musk
Box Office, Admission is 81.50
for general admission and 75
cents for students.
The cast includes, Betty Parris, a young girl belieed to be
bewitched, plityz.rt by Rosanne
Nolan; Rev, Samuel Parris, minister of the community, played
by John Jennison; Tituba, slave
of Rev. Parris, Pam Lancaster;
Abigail Williams, niece of Rev.
Parris, played by Linda Kessler
and Janet Williamson; Ann Putnam, affluent member of the
community, Susan Chandler;
Thomas Putnam, her husba..cl
Allen Poole; Rebecca Nurse,
elderly woman, Carole Blum;
Francis Nurse, James Courtney;
Giles Corey, old farmer, played
by David Myrvold; John Praetor, townsman who the story
revolves around, played by Robert Cunningham; his wife Eliz
beth, played by Mildred Err
and Darlene Grayson; Ma’y
Warren, servant girl, Cathy
Huntsinger; Rev, John Hale,
"expert on witchcraft," played
by Robert Waterbuty; Ezekiel
Cheever, court official, Dennis
Conwel I; Judge Danforth, played
by Richard Nelson; Sarah Good,
old lady, Pam Weisel; rind three
young girls who stir up trouble
by pretending to he bewitched,
played by Gail Woodman, Karen
lden and Linda Vachon.

***********************t

VCLATEST HIT ALBUM
ON COLSTAR’S
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Wanted!...used books
Who needs them? Your College Bookstore
Top prices for used textbooks. Now that you’ve
finished boning up for that "final"
and term papers are out of the way,
Bring in your used
on the line today.

HAROLD’S
SANDWICH SHOP
273 E. San Fernando Stroh+
San Jove,
************************
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books and got rash

gook-Istore
"right

on campus"

Corder Paces
Spartan Nine
In Offense

EVANS BY A NOSE
to an exciting mile relay
pic Preview meet on the
of the Mexican national

Lee Evans (right) anchored the Spartans
victory two weeks ago at the SJS OlymTartan track. He edged Miguel Gonzales
team at the finish.

Spikers Eye NCAA;
Enter AAU Thursday
After a respectable showing at
the California Relays in Modesto,
Saturday. Spartan thinclads begin
eyeing the NCAA championships
by entering the Pacific AAU championships at Hayward Thursday.
Outstanding performers for SJS
at Modesto included the 880 relay
team, pole vaulter Chris Papanicolaou, and discus men John PoweU
and Fred Hayden.
SJS’ halfmile squad streaked to
the fastest time in the nation this
year, 1:23.0, as Ronnie Ray Smith
made up lost time on his leg and
handed the baton to Lee Evans
who kept just far enough ahead of
Jim Kemp of the Army to preserve
the win.
Papanicolaou and USC’s Bob
Seagren battled until nearly 11
p.m. in the pole vault and though
both were stalemated at 17-1, the
Trojan won on fewer misses.
Spartan Bob Slover made his
best attempt ever at 17-0 but
nicked the bar three times. He finished fourth at 16-6.

Sophomore shortstop Tom Cot,
ter led the Spartan nine with a
333 average this season while Nate
Vincent paced the rbi attack with
17, according to team statistics
eleased Wednesday.
Corder, one of the mainstays of
the freshman squad last year, lived
up to his potential, as he pounded
14 hits in 132 chances, with seven
doubles, a triple, and a homerun
to pace the SJS offense.
Vincent, a junior transfer from
Gavilan J.C. was the most surehanded of the outfielders posting a
.962 fielding average overall and
a .957 mark in league.
Several of the Spartan centerfielder’s defensive gems came in
key situations, saving ballgames
for SJS.
The junior picketman from Laytonville was also the Spartan’s lone
representative on the San Francisco Examiner’s Nor-Cal Collegiate Team. The Examiner described
Vincent as an "All-around valuable
ballplayer with a strong arm."
Vincent also tied for homerun
honors (31. with Mike Popovec.
Among the pitchers, Jay Fike
had the best ERA on the team,
0.94 in league and 0.94 overall, in
3913 innings of work.

Tuesday, May 2.8. icing
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ATO Edges Theta Chi
For Track Title, 60-58
Alpha Tau Ome)Oa, Nitli the help
of a disqualification on the final
event of the day, swept the track
and field championships Saturday,
edging out Theta Chi for the all college title.
Theta Chi led the Taus going
into the final event. the 880 yard
relay, last was disqualified for
passing out of zone. ATO finished
with 60 points to TC’s 58.
Two meet records were tied in
the two-day competition, including
an 8.8 clocking in 70 yard high
hurdles by the meet’s most valuable performer, Tom Flautt of
Delta Sigma Phi.
Flautt was a double winner, edging out TC’s Greg Buchanan in the
180 yard lows with a time of 21.5.
Buchanan was right behind at
21.6.
Tony Swanson, also of DSP, tied
the other record with a wind-aided
9.9 100 yard clocking in a preliminary heat. Swanson won the finals
in 10.2.
In other track events Dan Barkind, independent, took the 200 in
22.6; Ken Williams, independent,
ran away with the 440 with a 51.6
clocking; Dick Wade, ORG, won

the SW in 2.09.S; and St,. Me.
Cart, independent, gutted
a
4:54.6 to win the mile.
Mike Reiz of OBG and Buzz. Nyquist of Theta Chi shared the spotlight in the field events.
Reiz won the shot put with a
heave of 45’ 9" and came back to
take the discus crown with a
139’ 3" toss.
Nyquist, leading scorer on the
freshman basketball squad, won
the long jump with a 22’ 2" effort
and finished second to teammate
Neil Powers in the high jump. Both
cleared 5’ 10".
Dave Caselli of 8th St. Raiders
won the baseball throw with a
344’ 3" heave.
ATO ran a 1:37.1 half mile relay
to wrap up the meet.
_

Engineering Grads

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
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AT INS BRASS RAIL
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COMING JUNE 6th
THE
FABULOUS
71
"COASTERS16th

HERE

IHRU

LORD HENRY
WITH HIS

DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED

FABULOUS

Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
40 Bassett St
294-6535
San Joss

LIMBO
REVUE

LOOKING FOR A FURNISHED APARTMENT?
RENT YOUR FURNITURE

IT’S
TERRIFIC

SHOW TIMES
CONTINUOUS FROM 9:30

JEANNIE TRACY
I

WITH THE VOICE OF
ARETHA FRANKLIN
ALL THIS AND NO

fEMURING
LAS VEGAS
TYPE SNOW’

COVER CHARGE

A
GIRLSNGE
MARILyN
* PINK i
* MON(QuE

$15 I cr mot.th,

Visit One of Our Bay Area Showrooms

*G

0
STACY O’HARA
and HER DANCING NUDE
104
Ikt
f 014

EVERY

LUNCHES AND DINNERS
SERVED DAILY IN OUR
HOFBRAU 8 DINING ROOM
WED. AMATEUR NITE

THE BRASS RAIL
Lockheed
160 Mt. View-Alviso Re d Near

PAID
0in ON ALL BOOKS
u USED NEXT SEMESTER

frpha rady &no ca/e’
at

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"
40,
.07.4resira=001102trersCr..0209’...0=7,./*

JUNE

NOW APPEARING

OVER 21?
NEED $5

***1%******************************************************** *************1
Although overshadowed by Jay 4t
Silvester’s world record of 218-4 in
the discus, Spartans John Powell
and Fred Hayden continued to impress coach Bud Winter as the
Select an unfurnished apartment and
former once again broke his own
school record with a 187-10 while
th: latter upped his lifetime best
to 184-5.
Fresh high jumper Darnell HinFresh, Colorful Furniture
man was deadlocked with two others at 6-10 but nobody could clear
No Lease
Month
-to-Month
7-0 so a jump-off was held at 6-10
and Hillman finished third.
24 -Hour Delivery Service
SJS’ mile relay team at Hayward will be composed of John
Student
Packages Available from
Bambury, Paul Myers, freshman
Jim Skidmore and Evans. The
team. with Jeff Pen running for
Bambury was never in the race at
Modesto, losing its first of the
year.
1336 Marston Rd. 347.6631
1046 Morse Ave. 734-2440
In the 100 meters, Ronnie Ray
BURLINGAME
SUNNYVALE
Smith finished behind Charlie
1501 Vermont 285-7780
1992 REPUBLIC 483-8363
Green (10.1), Jim Hines (10.1) Mel
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN LEANDRO
Pender (10.1), and Kirk Clayton
(10.21 with a 10.3.
************************************** ********** ***** ***** **
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TODAY

A.I.CILE., 6:30 p.m., Paul MasKaydetters, 6:30 p.m., Memorial
Chapel. Meet in the chapel at 6:30 son Vineyard, Saratoga. Wine tastin uniform. Initiation and installa- ing and steak dinner accompanying
tion at 7 p.m. Anyone interested a talk by E. J. Lowe of Paul Masmay attend. Refreshments will be son. Topic will be "Chefical Engineer and Wine Production."
served following the ceremony.
Circle K, 1:30

LN630. Last

meeting ut semester.

Newman Center, 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m., 79 S. Fifth Si. Spaghetti
lunch rot. 35 cents.

Spartan Shields, 6:15 on.. StuOASIS, 7 p.m., SD222. Constitudent Council chambers of the Coltional reVniluiLS and budget for
lege Utlital. Fines must be paid,
196M-69.
summer addresses must be in and
Phrateres., 4:45 p.m., Meet in
graduation assignments will be
College Union Parking Lot or
given out. Phase attend.
Sweden House for initiation of
Streak. (’aatelluno, 7 p.m., JCpledges and installation of officers.
141. Film in Spanish with English
Japanese and American Student
subtitles: "Don Quijote de La
Mancha." Donation is 75 cents a Organization, 5 p.m., HE3.

Peace Candidate
Talks Wednesday
William Mandel. %stilt-in candidate for United States Senate for
the Peace and Freedom Party, will
speak Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in
Faculty Cafeteria A and B.
Mandel, a commentator for
KPIA-FM in Berkeley, said he has
decided to run for senator because
he is dissatisfied with the party’s
choice, Paul Jacobs.
i, ,tam
Dr:. Martin Mimetic
professor of economics and Hcdee
and Freedom Patty Illelliber ael
Mandel will discuss why he bd.,
decided to oppose Jacobs. People
are concerned with the mantle,
that lieut.* was chosen, Dr. Primuck said. Peace and Freedom
members are dissatisfied with
Jacobs, Dr. Primack continued.
Mandel will talk on his own
candidacy and how he views the
future direction of the Peace and
Freedom Party, according to Dr.

person and tickets are available
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., 11E3.
at the foreign language depart- Idection speeches and elections
ment with Mrs. Dahl.
Primack.
w
be held.
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7 p.m., LC31h
l’OLITIC
Accounting Lab.

Assemblyman 25th District

XEROX COPIES

Proven community
leadership

I Oc each
ts
Special Quantity DI
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

Dynamic educator
New and progressive
voice in Sacramento

RENT

Noted San Jose State
Professor

I student rates)

Remember Cabrera . . .

Cabrera Remembers

VOTE JUNE 4
St., San Jose
292-0806
Dr. Cabrera: Please let me join your campaign. I will:
0 distribute literature
make phone calls
0 contribute:
Li walk a precinct
Et $5 810 821
Name
Address
Plume
216 N. 1st
Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental -purchase
Fr. delivery

292-0805 or

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

’Business Group Formed
SJS will install a California
Larntxla Chapter of Beta Gamma
Sigma, "the Phi Beta Kappa of
the business schools," at an initiation banquet Friday at the Hyatt
House.
The scholastic honorary society
has approximately 120 chaptels in
colleges and universities affiliated
with and acertslited by the American Area octal III of Collegiate
Sthools ttl lIteInets.
Forty-nine SJS students have
leen selecleil tit join the organizetam that ha: .1 national Inenitter-

YOUNG LADIES . . .
It’s time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discriminstion on the baps of
-ace, color, creed or national origin.

AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S.
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 2976522.
MUSICIANS I SINGERS. Member of
known local group forming new
tork/RnB band. Emphasis on originals
recordiug. Interested? 292-2222/292.2352.
EXPERIMENT BEING CONDUCTED
methods for overcoming fears
his, small enclosures, snakes, &
If you have any of these fears,
:all Miss Phillips at 327-8340.
WOULD YOU LIKE to achieve total
& awareness without DRUGS!
Scientology has the answers. For information call 244-3998. 3250 McKinley
Dr.. Santa Clara
NEW PRE-SCHOOL near Civic Center.
53
rates. Full or
Apres.2’/;2, -629v2r-6s.S3u.mmer
parr time,
"ELEANOR’S DISCOUNT FASHIONS
OF LOS GATOS"
Expensive, high -quality new & used
ladies & children’s clothes at drastic
DISCOUNT prices. 356-4839.
PLOTS - Save up to $200 on your
inst. rating. Become a safer, more proficient pilot. New Link at Low cost.
Gro.D & block disc. All inci. invited:
27.
REED MAGAZINE ON SALE May 23. various and sundry places
END of-semester-no-money’
sore has the solumoney for used
during finals.
. CELEBRATE THE END of finals. Boat-quire &/or sign up for
.
5, 9th. *6.
- .2 ’
RATE YOUR DATE WITH A clean car.
o Auto Wash. 732
’
GOT

THE

AUTOMOTIVE 121

SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

UNITED AIR LINES
Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess. It was a
memorable experience and Sandy would be
delighted to tell you about it.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her . . .
MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY,

AT

YOU TOO MAY FLY
THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

BETWEEN 3:30 AND 4:30 P.M.

IN ROOM 422
MAC QUARRIE HALL

IsCist
UNITED

am!

-AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER-

record

with purchase of blank tape)

circular slide rule
20 watt stereo amp
- reg. i419.98

$2"
$3998

HELP WANTED (4)
GO-GO DANCERS NEEDED. $3-6/hr.
Full or part-time work. Must be over
21. Call for interview. The Pink Poodle,
292-2676.
GRADUATE AND/or married students
& faculty. Use spare time to organize
& build your own distributorship in a
basic repeat commodity w/hiqh corn.
missions. Can furnish local references
doing five figures annually in part time.
Car required. Call 266-5136.
JOHN
HANCOCK
Life Insurance Company
due to its recent announcement of entry
into Mutual Funds is offering a career
opportunity in Santa Clara & Santa
Cruz counties. If you are bet. ages 2245. have a pleasing personality, good
education, and contact ability, you may
qualify for a three year intensive training program with starting salary rang.
mg from 5500.51000/mo. + commissions. Call or write the John Hancock
Life Insurance Co., 1605 The Alameda.
P. 0. Boa 4671, San Jose - 286-5705.
Evening interviews may be arranged.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
2 MALE COUNSELORS, $325/mo.
Asst. Cook. male or female. $1.65,hr.
1 male or female life guard, certificated.
$400/mo. Also need Bus Drivers, Call
356-6116 for appt.
FULL-TIME GENERAL OFFICE position
avail.. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.Fri. Type
50 wrds.,’min. minimum. Some previous
office exp. nec. Apply Placement Cen
ter, Admin. Bldg. 234.
GIRLS-GIRLS. Must be attractive, 21 or
over. As waitresses & barmaids. Hawaiian Motif. 331 Hacienda, corner Winchester. Campbell. Day & nite shifts.
Application taken Wed. & Thurs. May
30-31. Starting 9 a".
WORK STUDY STUDENT for teachers
Assistants w/younq children program.
East Palo Alto. Part-time now (3.6) full
time summer. Must qualify work study.
then -11 Lee Swanson, 323.7606 at 211Euc::i Ave., East Palo Alto.

CHARACTER ARTIST, er terta,nment
groups can audition at Mr. MJB s, 375
South Saratoga. Call for appt. 248-8885.

Minimum
Three lines
One day

One day

3
4
5
6

lines -1-.1611/19$
2.00
lines
2.50
lines
3.00
Add this
,..
amount tor
ant

guitar amp
auto reverb

each addl.
honed line

2125 El Camino
Santa Clara

Two days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
.50

MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE WANTED: RIDE to Detroit June 14.
Best food in town. Linen & Maid Service. 1968. Call 293.8155 bet. 830 a,. &
Kit. & Lndry. fac. 2 locations. 122 N 8th, & p.m.
237 E. San Fernando. Phone 293-6345,
$24.50/wk.
APTS. FOR GIRLS AT summer rates. 3
& 4 bedrm. Close to campus. 399 S.
121-h. Call after 5 p.m. 297-4835.

To Place
an ad:

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
4F-3-}
e

Phone 294.6414, Ext. 2465
t

COACH WOULD LI KE A WOW WiTH YOU, hlArtsOhl."

Three days

Four

days

Ti
2.40
--E7-5- -2-.-9-63.25
3.40
3.75
3.90
.50

Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
0 Lod and Found (S)

mie

Na refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count sparoximately 33 litters and spaces for each line)

.50

Eva days

2.50
3.’’
3.50
4.00
.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
CI Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
For Sal (3)

LOST AND FOUND 161

FOUND: STEREO head -phones, Fri.,
5/17/68 on 7th St. Identify to claim.
HOUSING 151
Ron. 286.4839. 466 S. 7th,
BLUE jacket in JC 136 last Tues.
LOST:
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: $55/mo.
May 14. $5re9w2a7ra. CC, tact Cornell
1-bcam. duplex. Walk to campus. 121 Scanlan - 2942
N 10th. Chuck, 294.5835. 6-10 p.m.
FURN. APT, to sublet for summer. Mod.
PERSONALS 171
ern 2 bdrm., 2 bath, 1/2 block from
campus. $100/mo. Responsible adults
CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
please. 287-1321.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: to share & engagement rings, diamonds, etc.
a beau. 2-br. house. Must be clean & George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
quiet. For June 2, Prefer teacher or Sr Los Gatos, 354-8804.
Call 297-2938 bef. 8 a.m. Bruce, or DEAR DAD: No need to send me money. Sold my books at Spartan Bookstore
write to 490 Spring St., San Jose.
NEED ONE female to share apt, w/I and that 10% bonus balanced the bank
other girl. Summer, Fall etc. Call 287- account. Your son.
LET’S COMPARE Shell Americana game
6753.
HOUSE, LARGE, lovely, 4 bdrms. Beau. - cards and split winnings. 287-2659
Sue.
tifelly furnished. Accommodates 6. Close
to campus. Garage & other off street JOHN: Selling your books at Spartan
Bookstore? 10% bonus during finals?
parking. Avail. June 15th. 252-4247.
STUDIO APT. Well furnished. Cozy & Very interesting, but not so dumb.
sunny. Garage. Avail, 6/15/68. Rent Marsha.
$75/mo. Call 252-4247.
SERVICES (HI
HOUSE, FULLY furnished. 4 bdrms. 12th
St. near William. Ample parking, plus
garage. Avail June 15th. $195/mo. RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Ewha’...
Phone 252.4247.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
PROFESSOR 8 WIFE desire fern. house Call 251-2598. Special summer rates.
for 1968.69 including one or both sum- GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
mers. Prefer woodsy area. Write R. prompt. Will edit. 21/2 mi, from campus.
Coburn. Philosophy Dept., Univ. of Chi. Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104,
cago, Chicago, 60637.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. ElecFEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Age tric. Masters - Reports - Disserta18-20 to share 2-bdrm., 2 bath apt, for tions. Marianne Tamberg. 1924 herds
summer. $45/mo.
$25 cleaning de- Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
posit. 377-8915 after 5 p.m.
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
Call 244-6581. Mrs.
BERKELEY 2 bdrm. furn. apt. 3 blks. So. Reasonable prices.
campus. Garage, laundry, summer rates Baxter.
avail. Write or call P. Wan, 2741 WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
Jim Koski, 968.0944 anytime.
Dwight Wy., Berk, 843-0608.
term papers, etc.,
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Royal TYPING - THESIS,
Phone 269-8674.
Lanai Apts. $42.50/rno. Phone 251-4761. experienced & fast.
TYPING. IBM Pica, Experienced. 243APT. TO SUBLET for summer. $45/mo. 6313.9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
2 rms., kitchen, sink. stove. refrig., shower. Off street parking. 380 N. 4th, *2. FAST & ACCURATE typing. General
Secretarial. Reasonable rates. 266-1295.
286.9252. Rick.
EXPERIENCED typist: Thesis &
1 to 3 LIBERAL GIRLS WANTED for 2 papers. East San Jose, 258-4335.
bdrm. apt. 2 blocks from campus. Util.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
oc1/286-2654 after 4 p.m. Kathi.
photographic need. Superior quality at
SUMMER RATES. ROOMS with kitchen reasonable prices. Call Richard G
7p3r i9v2.. for male students. 86 S. 12th. 298- Kelso, 296-7992.
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE IS now buying
NEED MALE ROOMMATE for summer. back used textbooks. SO% returned on
$35/mo. 340 S. 10th. #5. 298-0329. Dan. books used next semester, plus a 10%,
bonus during finals.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Summer. Own rm. Move in June 1st or later. TYPING IN MY home. Neat. accurate.
Spelling & grammer corrected. Reason537 S. 10th. 28643098.
able. 292-4590 after 5 p.m.
WANTED: STUDIO APT, beginning in
June. Call Susie. 298-4828 between 8 &
TRANSPORTATION 191
12 a.m. & after 7 p.m.

CLASSIFIED RATES

electric guitar

Elect-00mi

GREAT BOOKS ENCYCLOPEDIA tor
sale. 292-1056.
WEDDING GOWN. Full length gown
of white lace. Worn only once. originally $150. Sell for $75. Size 14. 287-2819.
SURFBOARD. Hansen Hustler 10 ft.
Gold tint & gold rails. Like new. $100,
Call Allen Hall. Ask for Nelson Chen
after 10 p.m.
FOR SALE. 1 -way flight. London to Oakland, Sept. IS, 1968. 264.9500.
STONEY-DEALI Gerrard table. MK -II
Harmen-Kerdon amp. Speakers. $100
294-9546
MAGNAVOX STEREO. Portable. Truly
exc. cond. $60. Cleaned & new diamond
stylus. Call 295.8340.
"IS THERE INTELLIGENT I 11 a o n
Earth?" 25c buys this protest button
or any of our 600 other titles. Free list!
AIRES &Or 66650. Aptos, Cal. 95003.
AUSTIN H(ALY SPOKE wheels. $1-6.
735, 15 .,es
$1C. Knight FM Stereo
Tuner. $2C. 2949556

FOR SALE 131
10’ SAILBOAT w/trailer & acess. Best
offer over $275. See to appreciate. Ph.
286-3606.
ELAN METAL SKIIS, Super GSL, 205cm.
Nevada GP Bindings. Bottoms & edges
like new. $85, Cell Jim after 6 p.m.
298-1561.
1000 BONNIE 1 CLYDE Era genuine
leather, suede & fur coats & jackets,
$5-15. Peggy’s Imports, 159 Columbus
Ave. corner Pacific Aye, S. F. 981-5176,
Open every day 1
e’re*-7 p.m’ The
3ronv iestore
st
in the world!

our own auto tape

$749

HONDA ’68 Model SS125 Run 298
miles. Like new. $375, 294-1087.
’63 VESPA 150. Immaculate. Low mileage. $195. 259-0331.
’56 VW Sunroof. Perfect cond. $395/
offer. Moulder Hall, 294-2927, Paul
Dawson.
’63 CHEVY BEL AIR 2-dr. 6 cyl., auto.
Call 243-3076.
’51 MG-TO Good cond. MUST SELL
or lose wife. $700 or best offer. Call
266.7399.
FOR SALE - Yamaha 250cc. 1964.
Equipped for trail -1- all orig. street
equip $275: offer. 297-9992.
’62 SPRITE - Clean. hard & soft tops.
Mugs. R /H. Tonneau. $700. 286-3606.
NEW TIRES. 45.55% off on Nat’lly
known brand. Offer until June 9. Call
Eb, 292-8544/2972843.
’62 AUSTIN HEALEY - R/H, OD, 2
tops. Tonneau. Exc. cond. $1400. 243.
7583 after 6 p.m.
’62 VALIANT 4-dr. Air cond., mechanically A.I. New seat covers. $525, Dr.
Granley, Psych. Dept.
’58 VAUXHALL. New battery, tires, radio. 3 -speed, moving, must sell. $100.
Call after 6 p.m. 245-0194.
’59 VW. Light green. $525/Best offer.
Cr’’ Mike 293-1233 between 10-11:30

$

FREE
speakers for auto tape players
kit of 2 with grills and wire

Don Quijote Movie

HONDA SO Sport. Good cond.
Call 297-5691 after 7 p.m.
’62 GALAXY CONT. Blue 8 white. V8
’I ;
paint. Low mileage. 736
425.
65 YAMAHA 250oe. Recent overhaul,
extras. Gd. cond. Must sell by
.h
$350 ’offer. 732.1604 eves.

EVERY WEDNESDAY

each

Chi Pi Sigma, law enforcement
Air Force, will receive an hotawuly and penology fraternity, elected
membership. President Robert D. fall semester officers last week.
Executive council officers air:
Clark will also be initiated as a
Harry Mullins, president; Stephen
member of the SJS chapter.
Bouch, vice president; David Sutton, secretary; John Hart, treasThe Circuit) Castellano, Spanish- urer; Joseph Ross, sergeant -at arms;
and Franz Mossbauer, pledge
speaking club at SJS, will present
the film, "Don Quijote de la Man- master.
Appointed officers are: Donald
cha" tonight at 7 in JC141.
The film is in Spanish but will Kerr, pledge trainer; Tii nut by
have English sub-titles. Donation Skalland, athletic chairriLiii
is 75 cents and tickets are avail- Peterson, librarian; Jese lUs le- able at the foreign language de- togian; Mike Eklund, publicity
chairman.
partment (torn Mrs. Jean Dahl.

65

STUDENT DAY
4-tr5ick ante tape pre-recorded

ship of about 55,000. Election to
membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is recognized as the highest
scholastic honor that a student in
business administration can win.
Dean George Robbins of the
University of California at Los
Angeles Graduate School of Business will be the installing officer
at the ceremonies.
I, Eugene Root, president of
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, vice president and director,
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation and
former assistant secretary of the

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11

Elect DR. ARTURO "ART" CABRERA

Phrateres, 3:45 p.m., Health
Building, Room 404. Executii,
board meeting, all old and new
isfficrr, rflu,t :r111.rnl.

Police Fraternity
Elects Officers

0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)

0 transportation (9)

Days

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Ii $

City

Mons

SEND CHECK, MONET ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLESE. SAN KM& CALIF.
95114
Plum anew 2 days aft placing far sd b appear.

